LearnZillion Announces Clever As Preferred Rostering And SSO Partner

WASHINGTON, Feb. 21, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- Today, LearnZillion, an education curriculum and software company, announced a renewed partnership with Clever as their preferred rostering and single sign-on (SSO) solution.

LearnZillion has partnered with Clever since 2015 to provide a seamless data integration and login experience for users of its high-quality curricula, like Illustrative Mathematics and Guidebooks. LearnZillion's district customers benefit from both Clever Secure Sync and Clever Single Sign-On. More than half of US K-12 schools use Clever, making it the clear choice for integration.

"Educators need application and curriculum developers to pour their energies into the core value they are delivering--not plumbing. Clever lives up to its promises of easy and seamless integration and data security," said Ian Lotinsky, CTO at LearnZillion. "By entrusting user and class syncing and single sign-on to Clever, we have been able to focus our engineering efforts on our products and features rather than building numerous SIS and authentication integrations by hand. We built a strong integration with Clever, and Clever built strong integrations with the technologies districts rely on. Additionally, its IMS Global certification makes Clever the clear choice for application developers, districts, and school alike--whether they choose to use native integrations or the OneRoster standard. Regardless of their choice, Clever capably handles data sanitization, normalization, and security, keeping things simple for everyone."
"We're honored to be the preferred partner for SSO and rostering for LearnZillion," said Tyler Bosmeny, CEO and co-founder of Clever. "Our companies collaborate closely to create a seamless, secure classroom experience for LearnZillion users. We're excited to help bring this award-winning curriculum to even more teachers and students."

**About LearnZillion:**
LearnZillion is an education curriculum software company with a mission to empower teachers to provide the education that every student deserves. It provides the materials, tools, and support teachers need to implement the highest-quality curriculum. Founded by two educators in 2011, LearnZillion is now used by more than 1 in 3 U.S. teachers. To learn more, visit learnzillion.com.

**About Clever**
Clever was founded by educators and technologists to speed the adoption and impact of learning applications in the classroom. Now, more than 50% of U.S. K-12 schools use Clever to deploy leading software applications and provide a secure, personalized learning experience for teachers and students. Backed by Sequoia Capital, Lightspeed Partners, GSV Capital, and Y-Combinator, Clever is based in San Francisco, California. For more information visit clever.com.
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